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Abstract - Social informatics (SI) refers to the study that
examines social aspects of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT), particularly computerization and their
implementation. It includes research and theorizing about
the roles of ICTs in social and organizational change, the
uses of ICTs in social contexts, and the ways that the design,
development, implementation, and use of ICTs are
influenced by social forces and social practices. Social
informatics refers to a multidisciplinary research field that
examines the design, uses, and implications of information
and communication technologies (ICTs) in ways that
account for their interactions with institutional and cultural
contexts. This article attempts to lay down the social and
ethical issues of social informatics. It is the main premise of
the article that the ultimate intellectual problems of social
informatics.
Keyword: Social informatics, Social and ethical issues,
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).

I.

INTRODUCTION

‘Social informatics’ is a new efficient name for the
interdisciplinary learning of the design, uses and outcomes
of information technologies that take into reason their
communication with Institutional and educational
contexts. Information Systems have developed into an
indisputable part of our world and plays an essential role
in modern organizations. In this quick moving world we
have a terrible need to understand and supervise with the
robust of information and the disorder of the world in
which we find ourselves. Informatics is the name given to
the logical discipline troubled with looking at the design of
computer possessed systems and their integration with
administrative and public systems. This course focuses not
only on a unlimited understanding of technology, but also
adds a unlimited understanding of public and
organizational dynamics, and information systems. Social
informatics research pertains to information technology
developments and uses in any social setting, not just
organizations.
Social informatics researchers are
especially interested in developing reliable knowledge
about information technology and social change based on
systematic empirical research, in order to inform both
public policy issues and professional practice [3]. In this
review paper, social and ethical issues are highlighted.

II.

REVIEW

Social informatics has been characterized by many
names including the social analysis of computing, humancentered computing, social studies of information
technology and the sociology of computing. The notion of
social informatics relates to the interaction between society
and Information-Communication Technologies (ICT). ICT
be often used as an complete synonym for information
technology (IT), but is a more comprehensive name that
stresses the role of unified the integration
of telecommunications (telephone lines
and
wireless
signals), computers as well as necessary enterprise
software, middleware, storage, and audio-visual systems,
which enable users to access, store, transmit, and influence
information. The term ICT is also used to refer to
the convergence of
audio-visual
and telephone
networks with computer networks through a single cabling
or link system. There are large economic incentives (huge
cost savings due to elimination of the telephone network)
to merge the telephone network with the computer
network system using a single unified system of cabling,
signal distribution and management.
In its broadest logic it covers:
1.

2.
3.

The social cost of ICT at micro (e.g. social
aspects of ICT applications at personal
and organizational level) as well as at macro
level (e.g. information society studies);
The use of ICT in the area of social sciences
and social/public sector;
The use of ICT as a tool for studying social
phenomenon
(within
social
science
methodology).

Social Informatics is an interdisciplinary field of study,
which lays at the journey of a range of disciplines:
sociology, records and information science, teaching, SI in
three directions:
1.
2.

ICT’s communication with society,
ICT applications in the social sciences, and
individual factors, computer science,
financial side, usability, information systems
and relations. If we examination the variety
of definitions as well as educational,
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3.

research and application apply us may
structure
ICT as a tool in social investigate.
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Even the most advanced systems might be imperfect and
error-prone that would lead to dramatic negative
consequences. As the systems become more complex and
responsible, they increase their vulnerability and
instability. Science fiction and movie script writers have
often capitalized on the unpredictable nature of Artificial
Intelligence by depicting the use of smart machines by evil
forces leading to the destruction of the entire civilization.
The classic ‘Terminator’ series is an example of such an
exaggeration. Overall, the discussion above reveals that
people value the obvious advantages and benefits of a new
technology, but also feel concerned and apprehensive
about the less apparent future impacts of an invention on
society.
The social impacts of most contemporary technologies
in various fields have previously been investigated.
Recently, several researchers have studied the social
implications of the Internet because of the Web’s ability to
dramatically alter an individual’ behavior, habits, and
preferences It is very important to discuss both positive
and negative effects of agents because agent technologies
are a new paradigm of ‘smart’ software entities which are
mostly realized in Web-enabled computer applications.
IV.

SOCIAL AND EHICAL ISSUES OF SOCAIL
INFORMATICS

Issues
with

Figure1. Social Informatics
Social informatics provides organizing principles and
perspectives for scholars to pursue computerization studies
that span a diverse set of ICT and domains. For example,
social informatician’s have studied computerization
activities in a range of domains including mortgage
banking industry; large-scale ecological science and open
source software. The span of interests help to emphasize
both the scale of computerization, the need to engage
across these spaces and the value that social informatics
provides in its focusing attention to the situated and sociotechnical activities being pursued [1]
III.

ISSUES OF SOCIAL INFORMATICS

Usually, new technologies introduce minor innovations
and improvements to the existing ways that people
perform various everyday tasks. Sometimes, a new
technology can introduce more than just an incremental
change. Its impact is in functional execution of tasks at
various levels effects, several aspects of human lives, and
breaks down many existing social rules. For instance, the
advent of the Internet has shaped the way many people
work, communicate, learn, and entertain.
More
importantly, in some cases, the World Wide Web has
structured a virtually new social environment with its own
rules, values, and lifestyles. [4]
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related
with
data
organization










partiality in the selection of
what and where to collect
data
accuracy of the collect data
patent and recognition of
source data when collect
the rights to privacy of
those on whom data is
collect
ergonomic
issues
for
applicant toward the within
large volume of facts into
an information system
current trends in organizing
data, such as:
the enhance in hypermedia
as a effect of the world
wide web
the capability of software
to access special type of
data
a greater variety of ways to
organize resulting from
advance
in
present
technology
the
cost
of
poorly
organized data, such as
unnecessary data in a
database used for mail-outs
the suitability of a two digit
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date field at a time when
storage and processing was
more expensive, against
the current unsuitability
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related
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Analysis
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with
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storing/retrieving
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related
with data Display





illegal analysis of data
data wrongly analyzed
erosion of privacy from
connecting databases for
analysis



Issues
related
with
Planning,
Design
and
performance

the protection of stored
data
illegal recovery of data
advances in storage and
recovery technology and
most recent uses such as
data identical
types of computers on
networks
elasticity
from
the
distributed processing of
personal computers on
networks
safety from the centralized
processing of network
computers
rights of processed data
partiality in the way
participant in the system
process data
correctness
of
data
received from the Internet
safety of data being
transferred
net-etiquette
acceptance of data source
global network issues, time
zone, date field, exchange
rates
shifting nature of work for
participants, such as work
from
home
and
telecommuting
current developments and
future trends in digital
communications, radio and
television
the impact of the Internet
on traditional business
communication skill of
those present display
history,
current
and
growing trends in displays
suitable displays for a wide
range of audience, as well
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related
with information
systems
and
databases








Issues
related
with multimedia
systems







as:
values for show for the
visually impaired
displays fit for young
children
machine-centered system
to make things easier what
computer do at the charge
of participants
human-centered systems as
those
that
make
participants’
work
as
valuable and satisfying as
possible
how the relations among
participant modify as a
effect of the new system
ensure that the new system
provide participant with a
safe work environment
knowledge of the impact
the system may have on the
participants:
opportunity to use their
skills
major work
need for change
opportunity
for
the
contribution
and
commitment
approval of data sources
the liberty of information
act
confidentiality principles
correctness of data and the
reliability of data sources
access to data, rights and
control of data
new
trend
in
the
organization, processing,
storage and retrieval of
data
such
as
data
warehousing and datamining
patent:
the
acknowledgment of source
data and the ease with
which digital data can be
modified
suitable use of the Internet
and the broad spread
application
of
new
developments on it such as
live video data
the addition of radio,
television, communications
and the Internet with the
increase and improvement
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in digitization
the consistency of the
original source data in
educational and further
multimedia systems
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jobs once perform by
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by people in the
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(E.g. collecting now
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bank's
ATM
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the bank clerk)
the need for noncomputer measures to
deal with transactions
when the computer is not
presented in real time
systems
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partiality
in
data collection:

the value of
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in
transaction
processing,
including:
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forceful and caring
than ideas delivered
individually
danger
of
being
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data security
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data reliability

Social and ethical issues related to communication
systems:
Social and ethical
issues
related
to communication
systems

Implications
of
Internet trading
including:
Trading over the
Internet and its
commercial
implications
The difficulties of
censoring
comfortable
on
the Internet










V.

misinterpret
organize interaction
privacy and Security
electronic junk mail
information burden
local excise laws
employment
consequence
nature of business

protection of bank
information
changing nature of
work
division closure and
job loss
work from home
implicit
organizations,
i.e.
organizations
controlled around the
communication
system
deletion of national
and
international
barriers to trade
individuals
by
providing a means for
communication
participant team by
enabling
the
exchange of ideas and
data
the rising trend of
access media such as
audio
and
video
across the Internet

FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, social and ethical issues of social
informatics are highlighted which are needed to be sorted
as soon as possible for better social informatics. All the
issues should be considered for the appropriate solution to
get rid from inconsistency, duplicity, denial of service,
communication barriers, improper transactions etc.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Social informatics research pertains to information
technology developments and uses in any social setting,
not just organizations. Social informatics researchers are
especially interested in developing reliable knowledge
about information technology and social change based on
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systematic empirical research, in order to inform both
public policy issues and professional practice.
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